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ABSTRACT. We consider the following problem: If a group G satisfies the

conditions (1) G has a finite presentation with r + 1 generators and r relators,

and (2) there exists an element x of G such that G = {(x))G where ((x))G is

the normal closure of x in G, then is G an HNN (Higman-Neumann-Neumann)

extension of a free group of finite rank? In this paper, we give a negative answer

to the problem. Thus it follows that there exists a ribbon n-knot group (n > 2)

which has no free base.

1. Introduction. Let G be a 2-knot group, i.e., the group of some 2-sphere

smoothly embedded in the 4-sphere S4. Then it is easily seen that if G is an HNN

extension of some free group of finite rank, then G has deficiency one. Conversely,

the following conjecture is raised:

CONJECTURE. // the deficiency of G is one, then G has a free base of finite

rank.

The purpose of this paper is to give counterexamples to this conjecture, that is,

THEOREM l.   Let G be a group presented by

(1.1) (a,b,t:ap = bq,taar1 =bß),

where p,q,a,ß are nonzero integers such that pß — qa = ±1 and p,q,a,ß ^ ±1.

Then,

(1) G is a ribbon 2-knot group, i.e., a 2-knot group with Wirtinger presentation

of deficiency one, and

(2) G has no free base of finite rank.

Thus, our examples show that Gutierrez's theorem [2, p. 287, Theorem (iii)] is

false. In §4, we prove that any 2-knot group with one-relator Wirtinger presentation

has a free base of finite rank.

2. Preliminaries. Let {Ai, 03k} be a collection of groups Ai and isomorphisms

0]k'- Ujk —* Ukj associated with certain pairs of Aj, Ak such that 6jk — 0L-1, where

Ujk and Ukj are subgroups of Aj and Ak respectively. With the collection {Ai,6jk}

we associate a linear graph each of whose vertices corresponds to a group Ai and

each of whose edges joins two vertices Aj and Ak if there exists Ojk (and hence Okj)-
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If this graph is a tree, the group defined by

( Yl *Ai : Ujk = Sjk{Ujk) for all edges ejk )

is called a tree product of the factors Ai (with the subgroups Ujk and Ukj amalga-

mated under 93k) [4].

An HNN extension with more than one stable letter is defined as follows [4,

5]: Let H be a group and let {Ai,... ,An}, {Bi,... ,Bn} be sets of subgroups

of H with isomorphisms (/>,: A% —» Bz, i — l,...,n. Then the HNN extension of

the base H with stable letters ti,...,tn and associated subgroups {Ai,... ,An} and

{Bi,...,Bn} is the group given by

(H,ti,...,tn: íjOjí"1 = 4>i{oí), ate Ai, i = l,...,n).

Finally, we give some lemmas. Let G be as in Theorem 1, and let H = gp{a, b} =

{a,b: aP =bq).

LEMMA 2.1. The element b is not conjugate to aak or b0k in H for any integer

k. Similarly, a is not conjugate to aak or b0k.

PROOF. Let / be the homomorphism oí H onto the infinite cyclic group Z = (z :)

defined by /(a) = zq and f(b) = zp. Then, since pß — qa = ±1 and p, q,a,ß^ ±1,

it follows that f(aak) and f{b0k) are different from zp and zq. Therefore the lemma

holds.

LEMMA 2.2.   For any S £ G, a does not commute SbS~l in G.

PROOF. Let S = gç,t£lgi ••■te"gn be reduced, that is, et — ±1, gt € H, and

there is no subword <<?¿í_1 with gi £ gp{aa} or t~lg%t with gt £ gp{b0} (cf. [5]).

Then, we have

a{SbS~x)á~l{Sb-^S~l)

(2.1) =a(g0t£l ■■■tE«gn)b(g0te> ■ ■ ■ t^gn)~l

■a-1(gotE>--tE"gn)b-1(got€i---t£"gn)-1.

By Lemma 2.1, we can see that

gnb±1g-1^gp{aa}ugp{b0},

and

go1a-igo^gp{aa}Ugp{b0}.

Therefore, (2.1) is reduced. If n > 1, then it follows from Britton's lemma [5]

that equation (2.1) does not define the identity element. When n = 0, (2.1) yields

agobgäla~1 gob~lgâl. Then, from [6, Theorem 4.5], this is not the identity element

in H, and so in G. Thus we complete the proof.

LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that H is also described as a tree productT — {Ai,60k} of

the infinite cyclic groups At. Then, H is a tree product of two vertices, say Ai,A2,

of {At} and the edge is given by a\ —> a\, where a¿ is a generator of Ai, t = 1,2.

PROOF. Since H is finitely generated, we may assume that the number of the

vertices {Ai} is finite and the tree product T is proper, i.e., each of the amalgamated

subgroups is properly contained in the adjoining vertices [4, p. 237].
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Let H* be the normal closure of the nonextremal vertices of {A¿} in H. Then,

since T is proper, the factor group H/H* is a free product of nontrivial cyclic

groups and the rank (i.e., miminum number of generators) of H/H* is equal to the

number of extremal vertices of {Ai}. Since the rank of H is 2, it follows that T

has exactly two extremal vertices (i.e., T is a stem product). Thus, from [9, p. 97,

Theorem 2] and [7, p. 320, Theorem 1], we obtain the lemma.

LEMMA 2.4. The induced presentation (a,b,t: ap = bq,taat~1 = b0,t) o/(l.l)

is AC-equivalent to the trivial presentation {:).

PROOF. The lemma is an immediate consequence of [1, Theorem 2.1].

3. Proof of Theorem 1. From Lemma 2.4 and [13], the first assertion holds.

We proceed to the proof of the second assertion. We will prove only the case of

p — 2, q — 3, a — 3, ß — 4, and the other cases can be shown by the same

arguments.

Assume that G is an HNN extension of a free group F of finite rank d with a

single stable letter t. Then the commutator subgroup G' of G is the amalgamated

free product of infinitely many factors

(3.1) ■ • • *F_,o F0 *Foi Fl *Fl2 F2 * ■ ■ ■ ,

where F% are copies oíF. Let F(i,j) denote the subgroup Fi*Ft i+1 • • •*fj_1 ¡Fj, i <

j. On the other hand, from (1.1), G" is also the amalgamated free product

(3.2) • ■ • *H_J0 HQ *Hoi Hi *//12 H2 * ■ •■ ,

where Hx = (a¿,6,-: a?x = 6?), Hiti+i = gp{a^+1} = gp{b4}, ax = tlat~% and

b% — tlbt~l; each amalgamation is given by mapping a^+1 —► b\. Let H{i,j) denote

the subgroup H% *j*M+1 • • ■ *HJ-1,j Hj, i < j.

Now, czq is an element of the commutator subgroup G'. Hence, by (3.1), there

exist integers r,s (r < s) such that üq £ F{r,s). Moreover, since F(r,s) is finitely

generated, it follows from (3.2) that there exist integers n,m (n < m) such that

F(r, s) C H(n, to). Here we may assume that n < 0 < to.

The center C(//¿) of //, is the infinite cyclic group generated by aj (— 6?).

Therefore, from [6, p. 211], we have

C(H{n, n + 1)) = gp{b3n} n gp{a2n+1} n Hn,n+l

= gp{(bn)8}=gP{(al)*}.

Similarly, we can obtain

C(H(n,m))=gp{(al)sm~"},

and it is infinite cyclic. Since (oq)9 = (a?.i)8, we can see that

{(airnr - {(airnr = [air- € ̂ »,4

Thus, since {(ag)9""}8"1 € F(r,s) C H(n,m), it follows that {(aa)9""}8"" & 1) is

in the center C(F(r,s)). Hence C(F(r,s)) is nontrivial. Thus, from [6, p. 211],

the free group Fr must have the nontrivial center. Therefore, we have d = 1, and

G is presented by (c,x: xckx~1 = cl). Now the Alexander polynomial A(i) of G

is 9i - 8. Hence we get k = ±9, / = ±8 or k = ±8, I = ±9. Without loss of

generality, we may assume that k — 9, / = 8.
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Thus, if G is an HNN extension of a free group of finite rank, then G must be

isomorphic to the group G* presented by

(c,x: xcgx~1 = c8).

To complete the proof, we will show the following:

CLAIM.   G cannot be isomorphic to G*.

We assume that there exists an isomorphism $ of G onto G*. Let H = gp{a,b}

in G. We consider G* as an HNN extension of F (= (c :)) with associated subgroups

gp{c9} and gp{c8}. Using the subgroup theorem for HNN extensions in [3], we can

describe the subgroup $(//) of G* as follows:

$(H) is an HNN extension with stable letters ii,..., tn (n > 0) whose base is a

tree product of vertices dFd^1 Ci$(H) where d ranges over a double coset represen-

tative system for G* mod ($(H), F)\ the amalgamated and associated subgroups

are contained in vertices of this base.

We can see the following:

(1) dFd-^^H)^! or Z.

(2) n = 0.

The first assertion follows immediately from the fact that F = Z. Since Hi($(H))

= Z, it follows that n is at most one. If n = 1, then its associated subgroups must

be isomorphic to 1 or Z. However, this is impossible for the group ${H). Hence,

we conclude that n = 0.

Thus, $(i/) is a tree product of infinite cyclic groups dFd~l n$(H). Therefore,

from Lemma 2.3, $(//) is an amalgamated product of two vertices diF d^1 fl$(i/)

and (¿2-F ' d2x D $(//") with subgroups gp{u\} and gp{u\} amalgamated under u\ —>

u\, where u¿ (i = 1,2) is a generator of d,¿Fd~l n $(H). Thus, we have

$(#) = {ui,u2: u\ =u\).

Hence, there exists an automorphism / of $(i/) such that <f>(a) = f[u\) and i>(6) =

f{u2). From [12], the automorphism / of $(H) is given by the form

f(ui)=Wu\W-\        f(u2)=Wu2:W-1,

where W £ $(H) and e = ±1. Thus we have

<S>(a) = Wu\W-\        ${b)=Wu2'W-1.

Now, since F = (c :), it follows that u¿ = diCu'd~1, i — 1,2, where f, are

nonzero integers. Hence we can easily see that

ui(di d2~1U2 d2 d^   )u¡~   =d\d.2  «2 ^2 d~[ .

Thus, we obtain

1 = $"! (Wui di d^1u2 d2 d-lu~l d, d2xu2x d2 d^W'1)

= ae$>-l(S)be<S>-1(S-1)a-£<$>-1(S)b-e$-l(S-1),

where S = Wdi d2lW~l. Therefore, there exists S £ G such that

a{SbS~x)arl{Sb-xS"x) = 1.

However, this contradicts Lemma 2.2. Hence, there cannot exist an isomorphism

of G onto G*. Thus, we complete the proof of the claim, and therefore Theorem 1.
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REMARKS. (1) It can be shown that if an n-knot group G is an HNN extension

of a free group of infinite rank, then G has a free base of finite rank (cf. [14]).

Therefore, the groups in Theorem 1 have no free base.

(2) Each group in Theorem 1 is a ribbon n-knot group (n > 2) but not a 1-knot

group because its Alexander polynomial has degree one. L. Neuwirth [8] proved

that if the commutator subgroup of a 1-knot group is finitely generated, then it is

free of finite rank. It still remains open whether there exists a 1-knot group which

has no free base.

4. Knot groups with one-relator Wirtinger presentation. In this section,

we willl show that

THEOREM 2. Any 2-knot group with one-relator Wirtinger presentation has a

free base of finite rank.

PROOF. Let G be a group presented by

(4.1) (x,y:y^W(x,y)xW(x,y)-1),

where W(x, y) is a reduced word (^ 1) which does not begin in y or y~x and does

not end in x or x"1. Setting a = yx~l and deleting y in (4.1), we obtain

G = {x, a: ax = W(x,ax)xW(x, ax)~l)

= (x,a: xW'x-1 =a-1W),

where W is the reduced word of W(x, ax). We notice that

(*) W' begins in neither a nor x~1a~1.

Let W{ai) be the word obtained by rewriting W'x~k, where k is the exponent sum

of W on x, in terms of a¿ = xlax~l. Let to be the minimum and M the maximum

subscript j such that aj occurs in W(at). If M > 0, then we rewrite the relation in

(4.2) as follows:

xW{ai)x~l =aô1H/(aî).

If M < 0, then we have

x(axW'x~1W'-1)x-1 = xa0W{ai+1)x-1W(ai+1)-1 = 1.

Thus, we obtain

G = (at,,as + i, ■ ■. ,üd,x: xagx~l = as+i, ■ ■ ■ ,xao-\x~l — acxPx"1 = Q),

where D = max{Af, 0}, and 6, P, Q are given by

(1) if M >0, then 6 = min{TO,0}, P = &{<*), Q = aö1W{al),

(2) if M < 0, then 6 = m+ 1, P = a0W{al+l), Q = W(al+l).

From (*), W(üi) does not begin in ar,, and W(al+x) does not begin in üq1.

Therefore, in both cases of (1), (2), P involves ar; and Q involves og. Consequently,

{a¿,... ,ao-\,P} and {a¿+1,... ,ao,Q} freely generate free subgroups of rank

D — 6 + 1 in the free group F on ag,... ,ap, respectively. It follows that F is a free

base of G. Thus we obtain the theorem.

REMARKS. (1) There exists a "one-relator" 2-knot group which has no free base.

For example, in the case of p = 2, q = 3, a = 3, ß = 4, the group given by (1.1)

is a one-relator group.

(2) In [11, p. 125], E. S. Rapaport showed that for any one-relator 2-knot group

G, its commutator subgroup G' is finitely generated if and only if G' is free.
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